Abstract. We describe many different realizations with integer coordinates for the associahedron (i.e. the Stasheff polytope) and for the cyclohedron (i.e. the Bott-Taubes polytope) and compare them to the permutahedron of type A and B respectively.
Introduction
The associahedron Asso(A n−1 ) was discovered by J. Stasheff in 1963, [27] , and is of great importance in algebraic topology. It is a simple (n − 1)-dimensional convex polytope whose 1-skeleton is isomorphic to the undirected Hasse diagram of the Tamari lattice on the set T n+2 of triangulations of an (n + 2)-gon (see for instance [16] ) and therefore a fundamental example of a secondary polytope as described in [13] . Numerous realizations of the associahedron have been given, see [6, 17] and the references therein.
An elegant and simple realization of the associahedron by picking some of the inequalities for the permutahedron is due to S. Shnider & S. Sternberg [25] (for a corrected version consider J. Stasheff & S. Shnider [28, Appendix B] ). The removed inequalities are related to the vertices by a wellknown surjection from S n to the set Y n of planar binary trees that relates the weak order of A n−1 with the Tamari lattice as described in [2, Sec. 9] . J.-L. Loday presented recently an algorithm to compute the coordinates of this realization, [17] : label the vertices of the associahedron by planar binary trees with n + 2 leaves and apply a simple algorithm on trees to obtain integer coordinates in n . The associahedron fits, up to combinatorial equivalence, in a larger family of polytopes discovered by S. Fomin and A. Zelevinsky [11] (and realized as convex polytopes by F. Chapoton, S. Fomin, and A. Zelevinsky [6] ) that is indexed by the elements in the Cartan-Killing classification. Among these generalized associahedra, the cyclohedron Asso(B n ) was first described by R. Bott and C. Taubes in 1994, [4] , in connection with knot theory and rediscovered independently by R. Simion [26] . It is a simple n-dimensional convex polytope whose vertices are given by the set T B n+2 of centrally symmetric triangulations of a (2n + 2)-gon. Various realizations have also been given in [6, 9, 19, 23, 26] , but none of them is similar to Loday's realization.
It is a natural question to ask for a construction similar to Loday's for the cyclohedron and we present such a construction in this article: Starting with a realization of the permutahedron Perm(B n ), i.e. the convex hull of the orbit of the point (1, 2, . . . , 2n) with respect to the action of the hyperoctahedral group, we give an explicit description of realizations of the cyclohedron by removing facets of Perm(B n ). Moreover we introduce an algorithm to obtain (integer) coordinates for the vertices of these realizations.
It should also be mentioned that the associahedron and cyclohedron fit into another large family of polytopes, the graph associahedra introduced by M. Carr and S. Devadoss [5] and by M. Davis, T. Januszkiewicz, and R. Scott [8] in the study of real blow-ups of projective hyperplane arrangements. Generalized associahedra and graph associahedra fit into the class of generalized Date: January 9, 2007. Hohlweg is partially supported by CRC. This work was done during the time both authors were at the Institut Mittag-Leffler, Djursholm, Sweden. permutahedra of A. Postnikov [21] where the right-hand sides for the facet inequalities of the permutahedron Perm(A n−1 ) are altered. In fact, the associahedron and cyclohedron can be obtained from this permutahedron by changing the right-hand side of some facet inequalities as described for example by Postnikov [21] . This description of the cyclohedron is obtained from "cyclic intervals of [n] ", that is, the cyclohedron is seen as "graph associahedron of a cycle". On the contrary, the realizations given in this article see the associahedron and cyclohedron related to the Coxeter graph of type A and B. The associahedron and cyclohedron may be obtained in many ways by omission of some inequalities. We explicitly describe possible choices for these facet inequalities related oriented Coxeter graphs of type A and B and the resulting coordinates. Moreover, the presented realizations of the cyclohedron are the first explicit realizations as a "generalized type B permutahedron", i.e. the cyclohedron is obtained from the permutahedron of type B by changing the right hand side of some inequalities.
It turns out that Loday's construction is generalized in two ways by our algorithm: Firstly, for a certain orientation of the Coxeter graph of type A our algorithm coincides with his construction and secondly, our algorithm also works for the type B associahedron, it yields coordinates for the cyclohedron for any oriented Coxeter graph of type B.
In §1.1 and §1.2 we explain our algorithm and realizations of the associahedron and of the cyclohedron and state the main results. These results are proved in §2 and §3 by explicitly stating a H-representation 1 for each realization. Finally in §4 we comment some observations concerning isometry classes and barycenters of these realizations. Moreover, in this section we show that the normal fans of the realizations we provide coincide with the cambrian fans of type A and B. We settle therefore Conjecture 1.1 of N. Reading [22] in type A and B.
N.B. We remark that our construction yields polytopes with the combinatorial type of the generalized associahedra of type A n and B n . It might be worth to mention that the combinatorics of all the polytopes involved is determined by their 1-skeleton or graph, since these polytopes are simple. This was shown by R. Blind and P. Mani-Levitska, [3] , as well as by G. Kalai, [14] .
1.1. Realizations of the associahedron. Let S n be the symmetric group acting on the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. As a Coxeter group of type A n−1 , S n is generated by the simple transpositions
Let A be an orientation of A n−1 . Following N. Reading, we distinguish between up and down elements of {2, . . . , n − 1}: An element i ∈ {2, . . . n − 1} is up if the edge {τ i−1 , τ i } is directed from τ i to τ i−1 and down otherwise. We extend this definition to [n] by the convention that 1 and n are always down. We remark that, in Reading's work, 1 and n can be chosen to be up or down. Let D A be the set of down elements and U A be the set of up elements (possibly empty).
The notion of up and down induces a labelling of a fixed convex (n + 2)-gon P as follows: label one vertex of the (n + 2)-gon by 0. The adjacent vertex in counterclockwise direction is labelled by the smallest down element of [n] not already used. Repeat this procedure as long as there is a down element that has not been used. If there is no such element use label n + 1 and continue to label the next counterclockwise element by the largest up element of [n] that has not been used so far and iterate. An example is given in Figure 1 . Now we consider P labelled according to a fixed orientation A . A triangulation T of P is a planar graph with vertex set the vertices of P and edge set the edges of P and n − 1 non-crossing diagonals different from the boundary edges. We denote by T n+2 the set of all triangulations of P and describe a triangulation by its non-crossing diagonals. Our goal is now to define an injective 1 There are two ways to realize a polytope: The H-representation is the intersection of a finite number of closed half spaces and the V-description is the convex hull of a finite number of points, see Ziegler [30] for further details. 
that assigns explicit coordinates to a triangulation. Before we define M A , we introduce a family of functions µ i : {0, 1, . . . , n + 1} → [n + 2] that measure distances between labels of P and that is parameterized by i ∈ [n]. For j < i, µ i (j) counts the number of edges {a, b} of the path (on the boundary of P ) connecting i and j that uses only labels ≤ i. For j ≥ i, µ i (j) counts the number of edges {a, b} of the path (on the boundary of P ) connecting i and j that uses only labels ≥ i. We emphasize that these paths are unique because of the condition on the labels allowed. For instance, we have µ 4 (5) = 2 and µ 5 (4) = 5 in Figure 1 . For a triangulation T ∈ T n+2 of P and i ∈ [n], we denote by L T i the set {a | 0 ≤ a < i and {a, i} ∈ T } and by R T i the set {b | i < b ≤ n + 1 and {b, i} ∈ T }. Set p T (i) := max
The weight ω i of i in T is the integer p T (i)p T r (i). We now define the coordinates x i of M A (T ): In the setting of Figure 2 , let A 1 denote the orientation that yields the realization on the left and A 2 denote the orientation that yields the realization on the right. Consider the triangulations T 1 = {{0, 3}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}}, T 2 = {{0, 4}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}}, T 3 = {{1, 2}, {1, 5}, {3, 5}}, and T 4 = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 5}} that are given by their set of diagonals (T 1 , T 3 are triangulations of the left hexagon while T 2 , T 4 are triangulations of the right hexagon). Then
} is a realization of the associahedron Asso(A n−1 ) with integer coordinates.
This V-representation of Asso(A n−1 ) as convex hull of vertices is proved in Section 2.
Remark 1.2. If all edges of A n−1 are directed from left to right, then the realization just described coincides with the one given by Loday. In this situation, U A = ∅. Let T ∈ T n+2 and for each i ∈ [n], let a and b be such that p
. Consider the triangle {a, i, b}. Label this triangle by i. Now, take the dual graph of T : it is a planar binary tree with n + 1 leaves whose root is determined by the edge {0, n + 1} of T and whose internal nodes are labelled by the label of the corresponding triangle. Then for each i ∈ [n] the weight ω i of i is the product of the leaves of the left side of i and of the leaves of the right side. That is precisely how J.-L. Loday computes the coordinates of the vertices in his realization, starting from planar binary trees.
We are now interested in a surjective map [18] , A. Tonks, [29] , and N. Reading, [22] , who used this family of maps in his study of cambrian lattices of type A. The orientation A where each edge of A n−1 is oriented from left to right yields a well-studied map that turns out to be a lattice epimorphism from the (right) weak order lattice to the Tamari lattice. In fact, the undirected Hasse diagram of a cambrian lattice of type A is combinatorially equivalent to the 1-skeleton of Asso(A n−1 ) [22, Theorem 1.3] . In other words, these maps can be viewed as '1-skeleton' maps from Perm(A n−1 ) to Asso(A n−1 ).
We follow the procedure given in [22] by N. Reading to describe these maps Φ A . We remark that N. Reading uses the left weak order while we prefer the right weak order. So we invert σ ∈ S n to translate between left and right weak order. Let σ ∈ S n and start with the path of the labelled (n + 2)-gon that connects 0 with n + 1 and passes through all down elements. Now read the permutation σ −1 (represented as a word in [n]) from left to right and construct inductively a new path from 0 to n + 1: If the next letter of σ −1 is a down element then delete this element in the path; if the next letter is an up element then insert this element between its largest predecessor and its smallest successor in the path. The edges used during this process define a triangulation Φ A (σ) of the labelled (n + 2)-gon, see Figure 3 for an example.
The permutahedron Perm(A n−1 ) is the classical permutahedron Π n−1 which is defined as the convex hull of the points
∀σ ∈ S n . The idea of S. Shnider & S. Sternberg to obtain the associahedron from the permutahedron by discarding inequalities extends to all realizations of the associahedron of Theorem 1.1. The map K A assigns subsets of [n − 1] to a diagonal and is defined in Section 2. 
is a sequence of strictly increasing nested sets. 
is a realization of the cyclohedron Asso(B n ) with integer coordinates.
A proof of Theorem 1.5 is given in Section 3, examples are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The latter shows a realization of Asso(B 3 ) together with a table of the coordinates of its vertices and the corresponding triangulations of the labelled octagon. We emphasize that Theorem 1.5 is not true if the orientation A is not symmetric as also visualized in Figure 4 : the obtained convex hull does not have the correct dimension, is not simple and has triangular faces.
The hyperoctahedral group W n is the subgroup of S 2n that consists of all permutations σ with the property σ(2n + 1 − i) + σ(i) = 2n + 1 for all i ∈ [n]. As a Coxeter group of type B n , the hyperoctahedral group is generated by the simple transpositions s i := τ i τ 2n−i , i ∈ [n − 1], and the transposition t = τ n . The Coxeter graph B n is There is a bijection between the orientations of B n and the symmetric orientations of A 2n−1 . Let B be an orientation of B n , then we construct an orientation of A 2n−1 by putting the orientation B on the subgraph of A n−1 that consists of the vertices τ n , τ n+1 , . . . , τ 2n−1 , and by completing the orientation symmetrically with respect to τ n . For convenience, we sometimes refer a symmetric orientation on A 2n−1 as B. For instance, the orientation
on B 5 gives the following orientation on A 9
Let B be an orientation of B n , or equivalently a symmetric orientation of A 2n−1 . Denote by Φ B B
the restriction Φ B|Wn of the map Φ B to W n . Then
is surjective. N. Reading showed that Φ B B is a surjective lattice homomorphism from the weak order lattice on W n to a cambrian lattice of type B n . Again, the undirected Hasse diagram of each cambrian lattice of type B n is combinatorially equivalent to the 1-skeleton of Asso(B n ), [22, Theorem 1.3] . The permutahedron Perm(B n ) of type B n is the convex hull of the points
The next two propositions show that the realizations of the cyclohedron given in Theorem 1.5 have similar properties as the ones of the associahedron given in Theorem 1.1: They are obtained by removing certain inequalities from the inequalities for Perm(B n ) and the common vertices Asso(B n ) and Perm(B n ) are characterized in many ways. Proposition 1.6. Fix an orientation B. The associahedron Asso(B n ) of Theorem 1.5 is given by a subset of the inequalities for the permutahedron Perm(B n−1 ). These inequalities are determined by the image under K B of the diagonals of the (2n + 2)-gon labelled according to B.
Proposition 1.7. Fix an orientation B on B n and let T ∈ T 2n+2 be centrally symmetric and σ ∈ W n ⊂ S 2n . The following statements are equivalent: (b) Φ B B (σ) = T and the diagonals of T can be labelled such that
is a sequence of strictly increasing nested sets.
The proofs are given in Section 3.
1.3. Concerning the proofs. The general idea to prove these results is to follow Loday's strategy: We start with a classical H-representation of Perm(A n−1 ), i.e. a representation by (in)equalities. Then we identify among all defining inequalities the A -admissible ones. These are in bijection to the diagonals of the labelled (n + 2)-gon and are precisely the inequalities of an H-representation of Asso(A n−1 ). Finally, we show that the intersection of all A -admissible half spaces whose diagonals define a triangulation T ∈ T n+2 is the point M A (T ). The process of removing the nonadmissible hyperplanes is visualized in Figures 6 and 7 . The facets supported by non-admissible inequalities are shaded.
In his proof, Loday used two vital tools: A precise description of the admissible half spaces given by Stasheff, [28, Appendix] , and the fact that any planar binary tree can be cut into two planar binary trees. The latter piece of information gives rise to an inductive argument.
In Section 2, we generalize Stasheff's H-representation of Asso(A n−1 ) for all orientations of A n−1 , using results of Reading, [22] . But the induction of Loday does not generalize to our set-up. We give a different proof that uses bistellar flips on triangulations (i.e. flips of diagonals).
The permutahedron Perm(B n ) of type B can be obtained by intersecting the permutahedron Perm(A 2n−1 ) with "type-B-hyperplanes". If the orientation A of A 2n−1 is symmetric, we conclude that the following diagram is commutative:
v v n n n n n n n n n n n n Perm(A 2n−1 )
The symbol indicates that we intersect the starting polytope with all non-admissible half spaces, and the symbol indicates that we intersect the starting polytope with the "type-B-hyperplanes". This gives the general idea of the proof for type B.
H-representations of the associahedron and proofs for Subsection 1.1
We start with a classical H-representation of the permutahedron Perm(A n−1 ) with vertex set {M (σ) | σ ∈ S n }, see Figure 8 for Perm(A 2 ). Firstly, we consider the hyperplane
Secondly, each non-empty proper subset K ⊂ [n] with k := |K| defines the closed half space
The open half space H + K and the hyperplane H K are defined by strict inequality and equality respectively. The negative half space H − K is the complement of H K in R n . Now the permutahedron can be described as:
are the lines defined by the edges of Perm(A 2 ). The edges are labelled by the set K.
In other words,
Let P be the (n + 2)-gon labelled according to a given orientation A of A n−1 . We now describe an injective map K A from the set of diagonals of P to the set of non-empty proper subsets of [n] .
In other words, K A (D) is the subset of [n] obtained by reading counterclockwise the labels of P starting from a and ending with b, and by removing 0, n + 1, and {a, b} ∩ D A .
For instance, the A -admissible half-spaces for the symmetric orientation A corresponding to the realization on the left of Figure 2 correspond to the subsets {1}, {3}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, while the admissible half spaces of the other realization in Figure 2 correspond to {1}, {2}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}.
We first prove a sequence of lemmas and corollaries to obtain in Proposition 2.10 a better understanding of the relationship between the points M A (T ) on the one hand and H, H K , and H 
. We first show that certain half spaces are admissible for any orientation A of A n−1 . Lemma 2.2. For any orientation A of A n−1 the sets S u = {1, 2, . . . , u} for 1 ≤ u ≤ n − 1 and S v = {n, n − 1, . . . , n − v} for 0 ≤ v ≤ n − 2 yield A -admissible half spaces H Su and H e Sv . Proof. Denote the elements of D A by i 1 = 1 < i 2 < . . . < i α = n and the elements of U A by j 1 < . . . < j β . Let 1 ≤ u ≤ n − 1. Let j k be the greatest integer in (S u ∩ U A ) ∪ {0} and i be the greatest integer in (S u ∩ D A ). Observe that i < n since i ∈ S u . Therefore j k < i l+1 and the diagonal {j k , i l+1 } is mapped to S u under K A . Proceed similarly with S v .
Both associahedra considered in Figure 2 have a vertex (1, 2, 3, 4) and (4, 3, 2, 1) . The first vertex corresponds in both cases to the triangulation with diagonals {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3} and the second vertex corresponds in both cases to the triangulation with diagonals {4}, {4, 3}, {4, 3, 2}. This is true in general. More precisely, we have the following corollary. Proof. The diagonals described in the proof of Lemma 2.2 to obtain the sets S u yield a triangulation T with M A (T ) = (1, 2, . . . , n) and the diagonals for the sets S u yield a triangulation T with
Proof. Denote the elements of D A by i 0 = 0 < i 1 = 1 < i 2 < . . . < i α−1 < i α = n < i α+1 = n + 1 and the elements of U A by j 1 < j 2 < . . . < j β . Observe that α + β = n. Let u < v be such that i u = a and i v = b. Then the desired triangulation is obtained from any permutation σ when σ −1 starts with the word i u+1 i u+2 . . . i v−1 . More precisely, we have
. ii. D = {a, b} with a ∈ D A , b ∈ U A , and a < b.
Let u and v be such that i u = a and j v = b. Then any permutation σ where σ −1 starts with
. iii. D = {a, b} with a ∈ U A , b ∈ D A , and a < b.
Let u and v be such that i u = b and j v = a. Consider the coordinates obtained from the triangulation associated to any permutation σ where σ −1 starts with the word i 1 i 2 . . . i u−1 j 1 j 2 . . . j v . iv. D = {a, b} with a, b ∈ U A and a < b.
Let u and v be such that j u = a and j v = b. Let σ be any permutation where σ −1 starts with the word i 1 i 2 . . . i α j 1 j 2 . . . j u j β j β−1 . . . j v .
Let T ∈ T n+2 a triangulation of the labelled (n + 2)-gon P and {a, c} be a diagonal of T . There are two unique labels b, d of T such that {a, c} is a diagonal of the quadrilateral given by the edges {a, b}, {b, c}, {c, d}, and {a, d} of T . Hence the diagonal {b, d} is not an edge of T . The bistellar flip of the diagonal {a, c} is the transformation which map T to T where T ∈ T n+2 is the triangulation obtained by replacing the diagonal {a, c} by the diagonal {b, d} in T . For two triangulations T, T ∈ T n+2 , we write T∼T if T can be obtained from T by a bistellar flip of a diagonal of T . The relation∼ is symmetric. Denote by ∼ the transitive and reflexive closure of∼. For any T, T ∈ T n+2 , there is a sequence T = T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T p = T of triangulations in T n+2 such that 
and
If D = {a, c} and D = {b, d} we have
We have either D = {a, d} and D = {b, c} or D = {b, c} and D = {a, d}. Both cases imply
We have either D = {a, c} and D = {b, d} or D = {b, d} and D = {a, c}. Both cases imply A careful analysis of the proof of Lemma 2.6 yields the following result. 
Proof. We first remark that the special case t = 1 is covered by Corollary 2.8 (obtain a triangulation T that refines D by a bistellar flip from D 1 to D).
Suppose the claim is true for allt < t. Apply a bistellar flip to the diagonal D 1 of the quadrilateral {a < b < c < d} = {u, u 1 , v 1 , u 2 , v 2 } to obtain the triangulation T with M A (T ) = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) and new diagonal D 1 (this is in fact a quadrilateral since there is no other diagonal intersecting D between D 1 and D 2 i.e. u 1 = u 2 or v 1 = v 2 ). In T , only D 2 , . . . , D t intersect the line between u and v. We have i∈K
by induction, so it suffices to show
we conclude that one of the following statements is true: As an consequence we obtain the following result: Proposition 2.10. Fix an orientation A on A n−1 and let T ∈ T n+2 and let D be a diagonal.
Observe first that Corollary 2.8 implies that i∈K
It is a well-known fact that any triangulation of a polygon can be transformed into any other triangulation by a sequence of bistellar flips. If both triangulations have a common diagonal, this sequence can be chosen in such that this diagonal is common to all intermediate triangulations. These remarks combined with Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.7 settle the first two statements.
If
by Lemma 2.9. In other words,
. Corollary 2.11. Fix an orientation A on A n−1 and let T ∈ T n+2 . Then Proof. We first observe that the intersection of all admissible half spaces defines a bounded set in n . This follows from the following facts:
Proof. It is clear that dim H ∩ D T H K
(1) From Lemma 2.2,Corollary 2.3, Proposition 2.10 and the H-representation of Perm(A n−1 ), we conclude that all half spaces H K that contain (1, 2, . . . , n) or (n, n − 1, . . . , 1) on their boundary H K are admissible. The half spaces H K that contain (1, 2, . . . , n) on their boundary intersect with H in a cone C with apex (1, 2, , . . . , n) of dimension dim H. Similarly, the half spaces H K that contain (n, n − 1, . . . , 1) in their boundary intersect with H in a cone C with apex (n, n − 1, . . . , 1) of dimension dim H. Since all these half spaces can be partitioned into pairs H K and H [n]\K , where H K is parallel to H [n]\K and
[n]\K , we conclude that the intersection C ∩ C is a convex polytope. (2) We intersect C ∩ C with all remaining admissible half spaces to obtain a convex polytope Q that contains Perm(A n−1 ). By Proposition 2.10, we know that the vertex set V (Q) contains the set {M A (T ) | T ∈ T n+2 } and each vertex in {M A (T ) | T ∈ T n+2 } is simple: it is contained in precisely (n + 2) − 3 = n − 1 facet defining hyperplanes and in the interior of all other admissible half spaces. In particular, we conclude that each vertex of {M A (T ) | T ∈ T n+2 } is connected to precisely (n − 1) vertices of {M A (T ) | T ∈ T n+2 } by an edge: replace a defining hyperplane H 1 of M A (T ) by the hyperplane H 2 that corresponds to the diagonal obtained from "flipping H 1 in T ". This implies that all vertices of Q are contained in {M A (T ) | T ∈ T n+2 } since the 1-skeleton of a polytope is connected.
Thus Q is a simple polytope and its 1-skeleton is the flip graph of an (n + 2)-gon. This implies that Q is an associahedron. 
and not of the type
is a strictly increasing nested sequence of sets. To see Φ A (σ) = T , we observe σ
The construction for Φ A (σ) yields the diagonals D i and the boundary of P , in other words,
The diagonal D 1 must be obtained in the first step of the construction of T from σ , that is, (σ ) −1 (1) = r, since r ∈ K A (D j ) for j ≥ 2. Now suppose, we have finished t steps in the construction for Φ A (σ ) and the diagonals used so far are D 1 , . . . , D t . The nestedness of the K A (D i ) and the allowed steps in the construction of Φ A (σ ) force (σ )
Denote by u the label that realizes p T (i) and by v the label that realizes p T r (i). We have u < i < v and D u := {u, i}, D v := {i, v} are diagonals of T . These two diagonals cut P into three uniquely determined δ i -gons P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, such that P 1 is given by D u and the path between i and u on the boundary of P that uses only vertices with labels ≤ i, P 3 is given by D v and the path between i and v on the boundary of P that uses only vertices with labels ≥ i, and P 2 is given by D u , D v , and all edges of P not used by P 1 or P 3 . The diagonals of T different from D u and D v are a diagonal of precisely one of the polygons P 1 , P 2 , or P 3 , so we have induced triangulations T i of P i . See Figure 9 for an example of this situation.
Assume that i ∈ D A . There is a (not necessarily unique) permutation σ ∈ S n with (σ ) −1 = λ 1 . . . λ δ1−2 µ 1 . . . µ δ3−2 ν 1 . . . ν δ2−2 such that the λ i generate P 1 and its triangulation T 1 , the µ i generate P 3 and its triangulation T 3 , and the ν 1 generate the diagonals of T 2 and the path between u and v on the boundary of P that does not contain i. But the permutation σ with (σ )
The case i ∈ U A is handled similarly: Using the same convention for λ i , µ i , and ν i as in the preceeding case, we find a permutation σ with inverse (σ ) −1 = ν 1 . . . ν δ2−2 µ 1 . . . µ δ3−2 λ 1 . . . λ δ1−2 which yields T . The permutation σ given by (σ ) . A triangulation T of a labelled heptagon with p (3) = 3 and p r (3) = 2. The polygons P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 have vertex set {0, 1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4, 6}, and {3, 5, 6}. In this case, σ ∈ S 5 is given by (σ ) −1 = 21534, while σ is given by 52134.
(1)) = 1 and 1, n are down elements. Therefore
(1)) = 1 and x σ −1 (1) = 1. We first prove by induction on i > 1 that the following assertions are true if p
The set of vertices of this triangulation is then {σ
. The case k = 1 follows from the fact that σ −1 (1) is a down element. Assume now that these statements are true for any k
) holds by definition. Statement (ii.) follows from (c) and by induction (assertion (ii.)), while statement (iii.) follows from statement (ii.) and by induction (assertion (iii.)).
Suppose now that σ −1 (i) ∈ U A . As p T (σ −1 (i)) or p T r (σ −1 (i)) = 1 and by induction (assertion (ii.)), we have to add σ −1 (i) to the path constructed at the step i − 1 between the vertices of D i−1 , and one of these vertices is either a vertex preceding σ −1 (i) or a vertex following σ −1 (i) in the labelled (n + 2)-gon. The statements (i.), (ii.) and (iii.) follow now easily from this discussion.
We now finish the proof: From Lemma 2.5, Corollary 2.7, and statement (iii.) we have
for all i ∈ [n]. Therefore for i > 1
3. The cyclohedron and proofs for Subsection 1.2
In this Section, B is an orientation of B n or equivalently asymmetric orientation of A 2n−1 .
The convex hull of {M (σ) | σ ∈ W n } is called permutahedron Perm(B n ) of type B. It is wellknown that its vertex set is {M (σ) | σ ∈ W n }. We start this section with an H-representation of Perm(B n ). For each i ∈ [n] we consider the hyperplane
. Then v must be contained in the relative interior of an edge of Perm(A 2n−1 ) which is not entirely contained in i∈[n] H B i , that is, We now aim for the converse, i.e. consider a triangulation T of a (2n + 2)-gon P with
Let us consider a regular realization of the (2n + 2)-polygon P labelled according to B and agree on the following terminology: Two labels i and j are centrally symmetric if the vertices of P labelled i and j are centrally symmetric. If we consider a triangulation T of P then the notion easily extends to edges and triangles. The fundamental observation can now be phrased as label i is centrally symmetric to label 2n + 1 − i for i ∈ [2n] \ {1, 2n}. Moreover, label 1 is centrally symmetric to label 2n + 1 and label 0 is centrally symmetric to label 2n.
We therefore suppose
Choose labels a i and
. It is easy to see that ∆ i := {a i , i, b i } is a triangle used by T to triangulate P . As a i < i < b i , two triangles ∆ i and ∆ j coincide if and only if i = j. Since T consists of 2n distinct triangles, the triangles ∆ i are precisely the triangles used by T . In other words,
We now show by induction on k ∈ [n] that ∆ k is centrally symmetric to ∆ 2n+1−i . This concludes the proof since T is a centrally symmetric triangulation of P if and only if ∆ i and ∆ 2n+1−i are centrally symmetric for all i.
If k = 1 then a 1 = 0 and b 2n = 2n + 1. This implies µ 1 (b 1 ) = ω 1 = 2n + 1 − ω 2n = 2n + 1 − µ 2n (a 2n ). Therefore the edge {a 2n , 2n + 1} ∈ T and {1, b 1 } ∈ T are centrally symmetric. Hence the triangles ∆ 1 and ∆ 2n are centrally symmetric.
Suppose the induction hypothesis is true for i ∈ [k] where 1 < k < n. If a k+1 does not precede k + 1 then {a k+1 , k + 1} must be diagonal of T , i.e. an edge of the triangles ∆ k+1 and ∆ β . We conclude from a k+1 < k + 1 that k + 1 = b β or β = a k+1 . Both cases imply β ≤ k. In other words, there is β ∈ [k] such that {a k+1 , k + 1} is an edge of ∆ β or a k+1 precedes k + 1.
In the first case µ k+1 (a k+1 ) = µ 2n−k (b 2n−k ) =: p since ∆ β and ∆ 2n+1−β are centrally symmetric by induction. Hence
Thus ∆ k+1 and ∆ 2n−k are centrally symmetric. In the second case, the symmetry of ∆ k and ∆ 2n+1−k implies that the label b 2n−k succeeds the label 2n − k. Again, ∆ k+1 and ∆ 2n−k are centrally symmetric. Proposition 3.2. Let B be an orientation of the Coxeter graph B n−1 .
2. The intersection of the hyperplane H, the type B hyperplanes H B i , i ∈ [n − 1], and the Badmissible half spaces H K is an H-representation of the cyclohedron Asso(B n ). In particular, the permutahedron Perm(B n ) is contained in the cyclohedron Asso(B n ) which is contained in the associahedron Asso(A n−1 ).
Proof. 1. follows from Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.11. 2. We first observe that the intersection of all admissible half spaces and of all type B hyperplanes defines a bounded set in 2n . This follows immediately from Theorem 2.12. The intersection of all those admissible hyperplanes with H yields therefore a bounded n-dimensional convex polytope.
The first part, Corollary 2.11, Theorem 2.12, and Lemma 3.1 show that the set of vertices of this polytope is {M B (T ), T ∈ T B 2n+2 } and that this convex polytope is simple: each vertex is contained in precisely 2n − 1 − (n − 1) = n facet defining hyperplanes.
A centrally bistellar flip in a centrally symmetric triangulation is a succession of at most two bistellar flips: flip a diagonal together with its centrally symmetric. By such that the nonnegative linear combinations of any finite subset of vectors of C is an element of C and C is finitely generated. A fan F in d is a finite family of polyhedral cones C 1 , . . . , C N such that every nonempty face of a cone in F is also a cone in F and the intersection of any two cones is a face of both. A fan is complete if
We shall only consider complete cones, so we refer to a cone for simplicity. Let W be a finite Coxeter group acting on a vector space V as a reflection group. The Coxeter fan of W (relative to V ) is the fan created by the Coxeter (hyperplane) arrangement of W in V . Choose a generic point in a maximal cone of the Coxeter fan, then the convex hull of the orbit of this point under the action of W yields a permutahedron whose normal fan is the Coxeter fan. An example are the permutahedra Perm(A n−1 ) and Perm(B n ) which are the convex hull of the S n -orbit of (1, 2, . . . , n) and the W n -orbit of (1, 2, . . . , 2n). Denote by N (A n−1 ) the normal fan of Perm(A n−1 ). This fan is a Coxeter fan of type A n−1 in H.
For each orientation A of A n−1 , the cambrian fan N (A ) associated to the orientation A is the fan obtained by gluing all maximal cones in N (A n−1 ) that correspond to permutations σ ∈ Φ −1 A (T ) for any given T ∈ T n+2 , [22] . N. Reading proved that this fan is always simplicial. Moreover, he proved that the cambrian fan obtained from the left-to-right and bipartite orientation is the normal fan of a realization of the associahedron. He conjectured that this is true for any orientation of the Coxeter graphs of type A and B. N. Reading explicitly described the rays of N (A ) in [22, Sec. 9] . This description translates directly to a description of the admissible half spaces for a given orientation A . It is easy to see that this bijection extends to an isomorphism of the face lattice of N (A ) and the normal fan of the associahedron obtained from A . Hence we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Fix an orientation A on A n−1 . The normal fan of the realization of Asso(A n−1 ) associated to A is precisely the cambrian fan N (A ).
The normal fan of the type B permutahedron Perm(B n ) lives in
and is precisely
Let B be a symmetric orientation on A 2n−1 or equivalently an orientation of B n . From Reading's work (last sentence of [22] ): The Cambrian fan N B (B) of type B n is given from the corresponding cambrian fan N (B) of type A 2n−1 by the formula:
Hence we have the following corollary. Remark 4.3. In [22, §9] , N. Reading proved in type A n and B n that the cambrian fan corresponding to a bipartite orientation (i.e. i is a down element if and only if i + 1 is an up element) is linearly isomorphic to a cluster fan. The realization of the permutahedron of type A n or B n used in this article fix a geometric representation of the corresponding Coxeter group. Let Φ be a crystallographic root system and Φ + be its set of positive roots: the cluster fan associated to Φ is then the fan spanned by the almost positive roots of Φ [11] . Hence, for a bipartite orientation, we have a realization of the associahedron (or of the cyclohedron) whose normal fan is linearly isomorphic to a cluster fan, as in [6] (see also [10, Theorem 5.11] ).
4.2.
On isometry classes of these realizations. We are starting here a study of the (affine) isometry classes of our realizations of Asso(A n−1 ). Some experiments with GAP [24] and polymake [12] show that these realizations are not all isometric. Indeed, if two realizations are isometric, then they necessarily have the same number of common vertices with Perm(A n−1 ) but we shall see that this condition is not sufficient. It would be interesting to classify the isometry classes of these realizations in terms of 'equivalence classes' on orientations of the Coxeter graph A n−1 .
The simplest definition of such equivalence classes yields isometric realizations. Two orientations A and A of A n−1 are equivalent if A is obtained from A by reversing the orientations of all edges. This implies U A = D A \ {1, n} and each equivalence class consists of two orientations. The following result can be easily deduced from definitions: Proposition 4.4. Let A and A be two orientations of A n−1 . If A and A are equivalent, then the isometric transformation (x 1 , . . . , x n ) → (n+ 1 − x 1 , . . . , n+ 1 − x n ) on R n maps the realization of Asso(A n−1 ) associated to A on the realization of Asso(A n−1 ) associated to A .
Each orientation is completely determined by its set of up indices. The following table gives the number n A of common vertices of Perm(A n−1 ) and Asso(A n−1 ) for each orientation A of A n−1 for n ≤ 5 as well as the number I A of integer points contained in the associahedron. The number n A can be either computed by GAP, with an algorithm based on the cambrian congruences, and the equivalence between (a) and (c) in Proposition 1.4 or by counting the vertices of the associahedron with coordinates a permutation of (1, 2, . . . , n). The coordinates can be obtained for example by using polymake, the numbers I A can be computed with the help of LattE, [7] .
Input data for all examples is available at [15] . n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 U A ∅ {2} ∅ {2, 3} {2} {3} ∅ {2, 3, 4} {2} {3, 4} {4} {2, 3} {2, 4} {3} n A  4  4  8  8  9  9  16  16  19  19  19  19  20  20  I A  8  8  55  55  60  60  567  567  672  672  672  672  742  742 For n = 5, {2} and {3, 4} form an equivalence class as well as {4} and {2, 3}. All these up sets yield n A = 19, and the number of integer point they contain is 672. We now consider the transitive closure of the following modification of the equivalence of two orientations introduced above. This modified notion of equivalence yields the equivalence classes ∅ and {2, 3, 4}; {2}, {3, 4}, {4}, and {2, 3}; and {2, 4} and {3} in case of n = 5. Two orientations A and A of A n−1 are equivalent if A is obtained from A by reversing the orientations of all edges or if the oriented graph A is obtained from A by a rotation of 180 degrees. The transitive closure of this modified notion of equivalence suggests isometry classes for n = 6 that can be detected by I A but not by n A : We believe that these equivalence classes can be characterized by the number of integer lattice points contained in the corresponding realizations, and that such an equivalence class consists precisely of isometric realizations. Moreover, viewing these polytopes as generalized permutahedra as defined by A. Postnikov [21] , it should be possible to describe these realizations explicitly as a Minkowski sum (with possibly negative coefficients). Once such a Minkowski sum decomposition is determined for a given oriented Coxeter graph, explicit formulae for the volume and number of integer points are explicit. 2 ). We observed that for n ≤ 10 and any orientation A of A n−1 , the barycenter of the vertices of the realization of the associahedron associated to A is G. This seems to be true for the cyclohedron, too, as we computed all barycenters of cyclohedra up to dimension 5. This leads us to the following question: Let A be an orientation of A n−1 and B an orientation of B n , is G the barycenter of conv{M A (T ), T ∈ T n+2 } and conv{M B (T ), T ∈ T B 2n+2 }?
